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Referral Program!
Please cut out this coupon
and pass it on to a friend
who might need our services….not only will we
give them 10% off their
treatment, but you will also
receive 10% off YOUR
next treatment as our
Thank-you! Just enter your
name and address below
and make sure they give
this to our technician.
…………………………….
NAME:_______________________
ADDRESS:_____________________

Pest Control Education
Four of the A-All wildlife control technicians attended a two
day basic certification in wildlife
control class at a national conference in Mississippi this February.

Our pest control technicians
have attended basic classes in
pesticide regulations, pesticides, safety, entomology,
insect identification, and a
variety of other subjects.

On the national level it seems that
the wildlife control owner operators do not want to do pest control and sometimes the pest control operators do not want to do
wildlife control.

To take two days out during our
busy time of year to attend a
course to improve our knowledge to better serve our customers worked out. All the technicians passed the course and we
were able to catch up on our
work when we got back to Dallas.

Wildlife control technicians
have to learn about a variety of
vertebrate pests. They have to
identify the problem not by a
specimen like we do with an
insect body but by looking at
the size of the holes the animal
gnawed or the droppings (scat)
left behind or the time the
noises are being heard.

We have adjusted to doing a little
of everything. This makes life
interesting for the technician.
One day they could be on a roof
closing up holes and the next day
they could be under the house
treating for termites.

This is not the first time our
technicians have taken a detailed
course. Most of our termite
technicians have attended a two
day hands on course at Texas
A&M on termite control.

Over the years I have had
many customers like the fact
that we can take care of their
insect problems as well as
animal problems.

______________________________
3-2013

We VALUE our customers!

Insect of the Quarter:
Stored Product Pests
•

Webbing (spider like) in
food or on pantry ceiling

•

Pest skins (cocoons) on
ceiling

•

Moths or beetles flying
around

Stored Product Pests
Last year at this time I was talking about spring cleaning so it is
that time of year again. There are beetles and moths that are related to damaged clothes but there are also moths and beetles
related to food.
Sanitation is very important in the process of dealing with both
of these problems, but lets focus on spring cleaning for stored
product pests.
You need to get a good flashlight and go through your pantry
looking for problems. You will need to pull out any products
that are too old and just throw them away. Sometimes this can
be a hard decision, but really it is for the best. Before you toss
an old box open it to see if you see signs of cobwebs in the box.
This is a sign that you may have an infestation in this box. Of
course if you see beetles, their skins, moths or any skins at the
ceiling in the pantry this also alerts you to the fact that you may
have an active infestation.

I n my case, I have had formal
training in pest control at Purdue
University. I learned a lot and I
know this knowledge has made
this company better. However, I
am amazed at the amount of
knowledge I have gained by
working in the field. - David
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A-All in the Family
Patrick joined the team at A-All Pest Termite Exterminators at the end of last
year and if he has helped service your home you may recognize the fact he is
truly part of the family. He is David and Ann’s son. Patrick has worked some
summers in the past for us and is excited about working with the family company. He attended the wildlife course with the other technicians in February and
is eager to perform more animal control.
Patrick Fincannon
Future President

After you find us on facebook at www.facebook.com/atticpartyanimals1 give us a “Like” and receive an
extra $20 off one service visit!
Let our operator know when you schedule your appointment.

